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Front View

Final Grade

2 ground rods 
minimum
6 ft. apart

30 ft. maximum to 
nearest wall of mobile home

Quadruplex wire (4-Wire) 
supplied and installed by 
the member.

3” Schedule-40 conduit is to be provided and installed by the member from 
meter base to transformer location or pole on a route designated by the 
Cooperative with a minimum of turns.  

Second sweep installed tight 
against existing pole and 
extend a minimum of 12” 
above final ground level. If 
the pole has not been set, do 
not install second sweep and 
last section of conduit. UEC 
will install after pole has will install after pole has 
been set.

An 
expansion 
joint must 
be installed 
under  

meterbase to 
allow for
settling. settling. Ground wire connecting disconnect 

panel, ground rods and trailer frame  

Outdoor rated disconnect panel

Consumer-owned pedestal 
sufficiently rigid to withstand 
meter installation forces

Electrical panel 
in the trailer

100 or 200 AMP ringless meter base
(meter base/disconnect combination is desirable) 

1-888-581-8969
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Pedestal Type Underground Service for Trailers



Meter Base Specifications 
United Electric Cooperative, Inc. – 1-888-581-8969 

Meter base must be furnished and installed by the owner or electrical contractor. This equipment is the 

property of the member and the member is responsible for this equipment.   

Meter base for aerial or underground services can be purchased from local electric distributors or 

dealers.  They will not be provided by the Cooperative.   

Meter base must meet the following specifications: 

1. Pressure plates for connections

2. 4 jaws

3. Ringless

4. Standard Knockouts

5. Steel case

6. Horn Type bypass

7. Unused hub opening and open knockouts shall have tamperproof closing plates installed.

8. Multiple position bases shall have individual sealable cover for each position. Extra position

wiring space (if provided) shall be located on or near center and shall have an individual sealable

cover.

* The electrical service must pass inspection by an approved electrical inspection agency before it

will be energized. 
*
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